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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

LIGHTED “T” FOR MODEL Y 
Professional Installation ONLY 

 
Please read these installation instructions BEFORE you install the EVANNEX® Lighted “T” for Model Y 
 
The EVANNEX Lighted “T” for Model Y allows you to illuminate the Tesla Logo on your rear Trunk hatch in red. It has 
been designed as an aesthetic accent for Model Y. 
 
IMPORTANT:  Installation of Lighted “T” for Model Y is a complex project requiring the removal of interior 
panels, the OEM trunk hatch badge, drilling into the rear trunk hatch, wiring, and tapping into the OEM wiring 
of the vehicle. Professional installation is required. 
 
Parts Provided:   

¨ Lighted T Body and Arch with wiring (bag includes wire harness and drilling template) 
¨ 3  Posi-Tap Connectors, 18-23 gauge,  3 Posi-Loc Connectors, 18-23 gauge 
¨ 3 feet Spectra nylon parachute thread for 'sawing off' the OEM Tesla logo adhesive  
¨ 5 spare blue/green plastic retainer clips for the trunk molding 
¨ Small tube of clear silicone sealant to seal drill holes and gaps 
¨ a 5-foot (approx..) 20awg RED brake light lead wire used to connect to the brake light circuit  
¨ a wire harness to connect to the brake light and license plate light circuits to Lighted T wiring 
¨ A positioning and drilling template used for installation (inside bag containing lighted T) 

 
Tools and other materials required (not provided): 1/16” and 1/8” drill bits, wire stripper/cutter, multimeter. 
 
INSTALLATION  
 
Video installation guidelines are available at evannex.com.  
 
Remove the interior plastic trunk moldings 
 
Remove both pieces of plastic interior panel molding from the trunk hatch. The molding toward the front of the 
car should be removed first by pulling downward. Clip fasteners will release. Remove the rear molding piece. 

(1) Detach the plastic cover for the hatch latching mechanism. The plastic cover for the latch is removed using a 
pry tool at the back of the cover to pop a plastic molded clip and release the cover  
(2) pull downward and the panel’s fastening clips will release.   
(3) Disconnect the modular connector for hatch electronics and speakers. 

 
PREPARE ALL WIRING CONNECTIONS FOR LIGHTED T 
 
Wiring Overview: The lighted T wiring taps into BOTH the license plate lighting circuit AND the brake light circuit. This 
requires a RED brake lead wire (provided) to be connected to the OEM brake light bar circuit at the top of the trunk 
hatch.  The RED brake lead wire is then routed down the side of the trunk hatch to the area near the Lighted T 
location.  Once the RED brake light lead wire has been routed, you’ll use a wire harness with RED, BLACK, 
YELLOW, WHITE, and BLUE wires (provided) to make the proper connections from the Lighted T wiring to the brake 
light lead AND the license plate lighting circuit. Use the wiring diagram noted at the end of these instructions. 
 
Step 1.   Find the 12V power input wire for the OEM 
brake light bar (see photo). The brake bar wiring is just 
right of the hatch center line.  
 
Step 2.   Attach the RED brake lead wire (provided) to 
the 12V BLACK OEM power lead wire (see photo).  Pull 
back the insulation on the left side of the modular 
connector. Using a multi-meter, check to determine 
which lead provides a 12V reading when the brakes are 
pressed. In our install, it was the WHITE wire, but you 
MUST check to be certain. Once you determine the 
proper lead, attach a PosiTap to the appropriate OEM 
wire and connect the RED brake light lead wire 
(provided) to it. To be sure you’ve tapped the proper wire, 
test that you’re getting a 12V reading from the RED brake 
lead wire when the brakes are pressed.  
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Step 3.  Once it has been attached to the OEM brake circuit and tested, route the RED brake lead wire 
(provided) from the OEM brake light bar assembly along the side of the hatch to the area near the Lighted T at 
the bottom of the trunk hatch. 
 
NOTE:  Before you do a permanent install, we recommend that you wire all connections noted in Step 4 so 
that you can verify that the Lighted T is on when headlights are on and brightens when brakes are pressed. 
Once you’ve verified that your wiring is correct, detach and continue with the permanent install. 
 
Step 4.  Using the wiring diagram below, connect in the wiring harness (provided) and make appropriate 
connections for the OEM brake light lead and the OEM license plate light 
lead. The following connections are made: 
 

¨ The RED wires from the arch and from the T are twisted together 
with a Posi-Lock and connected to the RED wire on the wire 
harness (see diagram below).  

¨ The BLACK wires from the arch and T are twisted together and 
connected to a Posi-Loc.  The other end of the Posi-Lock is connected 
to a black wire of the wiring harness (see diagram below). 

¨ The YELLOW wire of the wiring harness is connected to the RED 
brake light lead wire using a Posi-Loc (see diagram below). 

¨ The BLUE wire of the wiring harness is connected to the BROWN 
OEM License Plate circuit wire using a Posi-Tap (see photo at right 
and diagram below). 

¨ The WHITE wire of the wiring harness is connected to the BLACK 
OEM License Plate circuit wire using a Posi-Tap (see photo at right 
and diagram below). 

 
Step 5.  Test your Lighted “T” to ensure that it lights properly and illuminates strongly when the brakes are 
depressed. To do this, turn on your headlights. Please note that the headlights must be “on” (resulting in the license 
plate lighting being illuminated) to illuminate the Lighted T unless the brakes are pressed. 
 
REMOVE OEM TESLA T BADGE AND INSTALL LIGHTED T  
 
Step 6.  Use blue painter’s tape to mark the top of the rear hatch logo “T” arch and the point of the T, indicating the 
centerline on the tape. 
Step 7.  Beginning with the top arch of the OEM logo T, use the nylon thread to saw through the adhesive 
under the OEM ‘chrome’ piece until it releases). Work both sides toward the middle until the arch can be easily 
removed. 
Step 8.  Using the same approach, remove the body of the OEM logo “T” using the nylon thread to saw 
through the adhesive under the ‘chrome’ piece until it releases.  Work each arm of the “T” toward the center until 
the “T” can be easily removed. IMPORTANT: The OEM body has two centering pegs that are placed in corresponding 
OEM holes in the truck hatch surface. These pegs must be removed before the chrome OEM badge is replaced on 
the lighted T surface (see Step 17). 
Step 9.  Once the OEM “T” has been removed, clean the excess adhesive from the trunk hatch surface.  A rubber 
wheel will remove the adhesive residue quickly. In a pinch, you can roll and peel the adhesive with your fingers or with a 
plastic pry tool (do NOT use metal!) and use alcohol to clean at the end.  
 
Step 10.  Position the drilling template so that the top hole in the 
trunk hatch (used for the OEM centering pegs) aligns with the 
Tesla “T” base drill hole location on the drilling template. Be 
absolutely certain that the template is centered both vertically and 
horizontally. Before you drill, step back and inspect the position of the 
template to be sure there is no tilt and that it is centered.   
 
Step 11.  Using a 1/16” bit, drill a pilot hole for the “T” arch using 
the template as a guide.  IMPORTANT: Be absolutely certain to 
align the hole correctly, center exactly using the template.  
Remove the template once you have drilled the hole and use alcohol to clean the surface. 
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Step 12.  Drill a 1/8” hole for the top arch of the “T” using the 1/16” hole as a guide.  Be sure to remove any 
burrs from the drill hole. Re-clean the surface. 
Step 13.   Thread the RED and BLACK wires for the Lighted “T” body through their respective alignment hole. 
When about 2 inches of wire remain to be pushed into the hole, use silicon jell (provided) to fill both OEM alignment 
holes. It’s also a good idea to use silicone on the inside area around the hole.  IMPORTANT: The use of silicone is 
crucial to ensure that no water leaks into the holes. 
Step 14.  Remove the covering from the adhesive on the back of the 
Lighted “T” base and place a light bead of silicon along the center of 
the T body in the location in RED specified in the annotated photo to 
the right. DO NOT place silicone in any other location or you will 
impact the adhesion of the Lighted T to the hatch surface.   

Note: Because the Model Y Lighted T is repurposed from the Model X 
Lighted T, there is a slight difference in curvature between the hatch 
surface of Model Y and the Lighted T. The result is a small gap (approx. 
1.5 mm) between the hatch surface and the Lighted T in the center part of 
the Lighted T body. The silicon is used to seal this gap.  
 
Step 15.  Push in the remaining wire, positioning the “T” body so 
that it is perfectly level. Once you’re satisfied, press into place. 
Step 16. Thread the RED and BLACK wires for the “T” arch into the top 1/8” hole, using silicone to seal the hole, 
removing the adhesive covering and place the arch above the “T” body.  Once you’re satisfied with positioning, press 
it into place. 
Step 17.  Peel the adhesive covering from the top surface of the “T” body and arch and adhere the OEM 
chrome body and arch pieces to the lighted T body and arch. 
 
COMPLETE WIRING INSTALLATION AND REPLACE HATCH PANELS 
 
Step 18.  Gather all wiring, and using zip ties or electrical tape place the wiring bundle inside the hatch well. 
Step 19.  Replace both pieces of plastic interior panel molding inside the trunk hatch. 
Your installation is complete. 
 
WIRING DIAGRAM 
 
 

 


